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Abstract The potential adverse effects associated with

exposure to ionizing radiation from computed tomography

(CT) in pediatrics must be characterized in relation to their

expected clinical benefits. Additional epidemiological data

are, however, still awaited for providing a lifelong over-

view of potential cancer risks. This paper gives predictions

of potential lifetime risks of cancer incidence that would be

induced by CT examinations during childhood in French

routine practices in pediatrics. Organ doses were estimated

from standard radiological protocols in 15 hospitals.

Excess risks of leukemia, brain/central nervous system,

breast and thyroid cancers were predicted from dose–

response models estimated in the Japanese atomic bomb

survivors’ dataset and studies of medical exposures.

Uncertainty in predictions was quantified using Monte

Carlo simulations. This approach predicts that 100,000

skull/brain scans in 5-year-old children would result in

eight (90 % uncertainty interval (UI) 1–55) brain/CNS

cancers and four (90 % UI 1–14) cases of leukemia and

that 100,000 chest scans would lead to 31 (90 % UI 9–101)

thyroid cancers, 55 (90 % UI 20–158) breast cancers, and

one (90 % UI\0.1–4) leukemia case (all in excess of risks

without exposure). Compared to background risks, radia-

tion-induced risks would be low for individuals throughout

life, but relative risks would be highest in the first decades

of life. Heterogeneity in the radiological protocols across

the hospitals implies that 5–10 % of CT examinations

would be related to risks 1.4–3.6 times higher than those

for the median doses. Overall excess relative risks in

exposed populations would be 1–10 % depending on the

site of cancer and the duration of follow-up. The results

emphasize the potential risks of cancer specifically from

standard CT examinations in pediatrics and underline the

necessity of optimization of radiological protocols.
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Introduction

Computed tomography (CT), which provides substantial

medical benefits, is in widespread use in health care

(UNSCEAR 2008); for example, 62 million CT scans were

performed in the USA in 2006 (Mettler et al. 2008b) and

7.6 million in France in 2007 (Etard et al. 2012). Effective

doses of ionizing radiation (IR) from CT scans may be at

least 5–20 times higher than those from routine conven-

tional radiology (Shrimpton et al. 1991; Mettler et al.

2008a). Consequently, CT contributes a large portion of

overall medical exposure—estimated at 20–70 % depend-

ing on country (Mettler et al. 2008b; UNSCEAR 2008;

Smith-Bindman et al. 2012). This magnitude of exposure

raises concerns about its potential adverse effects, partic-

ularly the risks of leukemia and some solid cancers that can

be induced by exposure to IR (IARC 2012). These
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concerns are stronger for pediatric exposure, because

children are more sensitive to radiation than adults and

because their longer life expectancy is likely to increase

lifetime risks. Children are also more likely to undergo

repeated CT scans throughout their lifetime. Moreover,

some authors have suggested that the doses may be higher

in children than in adults because of the failure to optimize

radiological parameters relative to body size (Huda and

Vance 2007).

Fractionated exposure to X-rays for close medical sur-

veillance by repetitive fluoroscopy or radiography has been

related to an increase in cancer risk after high cumulative

doses (Boice et al. 1991; Howe and McLaughlin 1996;

Ronckers et al. 2008) as radiotherapy for malignant (Si-

gurdson et al. 2005; Neglia et al. 2006; Tukenova et al. 2011)

and benign conditions (Mattsson et al. 1993; Karlsson et al.

1998; Adams et al. 2010) have been. These results support

the existence of a significant dose–response relation between

X-ray exposure from medical procedures and the risks of

cancer of the breast, central nervous system (CNS), and

thyroid gland, a relation that is strongest after exposure

during childhood. An extensive literature describes strong

associations between IR exposure and leukemia (Wakeford

2013). Nonetheless, these results, including those related to

medical monitoring, have mostly been associated with

cumulative organ doses [of about 0.1 to units or tens of grays

(Gy)] that largely exceed the dose range of CT exposures

(Ron 2003; Pettorini et al. 2008). Epidemiological studies of

diagnostic radiological examinations at usually low doses

(\1 to tens of mGy to organs) have so far provided incon-

sistent results, and they have often been limited by inaccurate

dose reconstruction (Schulze-Rath et al. 2008; Linet et al.

2009; Baysson et al. 2012).

The life span study (LSS) of survivors of the atomic

bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki has provided useful

information to help assess radiation-induced risks after

acute external exposures (Preston et al. 2007; Richardson

et al. 2009; Ozasa et al. 2012; Hsu et al. 2013), from a wide

dose range mostly lower than those in the afore mentioned

studies of medical high-dose exposure. Up to now, results

from the LSS have been the principal source for recom-

mendations for radiation protection. The dose levels from

which excess risks have been estimated in this Japanese

population (about 100 mGy on average) might still be

substantially higher than usual exposures of units to tens of

mGy from a single CT. Nevertheless, risk prediction from

the LSS suggests that the potential risks of cancer from CT

scans may be low for individuals in relation to the expected

clinical benefits. It suggests, however, that their collective

impact may be substantial, in view of the magnitude of

population exposure. Some authors have estimated that in

14 countries with high levels of health care, 0.6–3.2 % of

all incident cancers may be attributable to collective

exposure to diagnostic X-rays (Berrington de Gonzalez and

Darby 2004) and 1.5–2.0 % of US cancer deaths may be

attributable to overall CT exposure there (Brenner and Hall

2007).

Accordingly, large cohort studies have been published

(Pearce et al. 2012; Mathews et al. 2013) or are underway

to assess the risk of cancer related specifically to CT

examinations of children and young adults (Bernier et al.

2012b; Krille et al. 2012). The first analyses have showed

excess risks of several cancer types such as brain/CNS

tumors and leukemia (Pearce et al. 2012; Mathews et al.

2013). However, dealing with the suggested radiation-

induced risks in clinical practice requires a more complete

understanding of these results over an extended life period,

at other sites where cancer may occur after long latency

periods and including the investigation into potential con-

founders such as underlying clinical conditions.

While awaiting these results, a quantitative risk assess-

ment (QRA) approach would enable the prediction of the

lifetime cancer risks that CT scans may induce according to

characteristics such as the patient’s age and the anatomical

area explored. From the standard assumption of a no-

threshold dose–response relation (NRC 2006) that may not

be modified by fractionated exposures (Preston et al. 2002;

Little 2001, 2008), risk estimates derived from the LSS

dataset and/or medical high-dose studies could be extrapo-

lated to the context of lower doses received from CT scans,

providing that the populations and exposures are comparable

in other respects (such as genetic and lifestyle factors

potentially involved in radiation-related risks, dose rate, etc).

Accordingly, the magnitude of potential lifetime risks of

incidence of leukemia and thyroid, breast (in women only),

and brain/CNS cancers, which might be induced by

childhood CT examinations in France, are predicted here,

using a QRA approach (NCRP 2012). The study is based

on the standard radiological protocols used in recent rou-

tine practices in pediatrics. The localized exposures over

patients’ bodies required that specific cancer sites were

considered rather than an overall measure of cancer risk

and relevant organ doses. We focused on the four cancer

sites specified because evidence already shows the radia-

tion sensitivity of the associated tissues and because these

organs or tissues are frequently exposed to X-rays in

children undergoing CT scans. Here, brain/CNS cancers

were defined as malignant and benign tumors and leukemia

included all histological types.

Materials and methods

Potentially radiation-induced risks of cancer are predicted

for children currently undergoing CT scans in France (the

target population), based on selected cancer-specific dose–
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response models fitted to the Japanese atomic bomb sur-

vivors’ dataset and on studies of medical exposures. Pre-

dicted lifetime excess risks are given, first, per CT scan

according to characteristics at examination, so that risks

could be added for a child having repeated examinations.

Second, predicting the number of cases that would occur in

populations exposed to repeated CT scans during childhood

allowed the calculation of the overall relative risks that

would be observable. Risk predictions are associated with

uncertainty intervals (UI) that reflect the dose variability

between the hospitals and over the survey period, as well as

uncertainties about the parameters of the dose–response

models, the assumption of linear dose–response relation for

solid cancers, and the method for population-to-population

risk transport.

Data about the target population

Exposure in the target population was characterized based

on the French Enfant Scanner cohort, which is studying the

relation between childhood CT and cancer risk in France

(Bernier et al. 2012b). CT scans received by children

younger than 10 years from 2004 to 2009 in 15 French

university hospitals, that examined any of the following

anatomical areas: skull/brain, middle ear, cervical spine,

chest, and abdomen ? pelvis, were considered here,

regardless of the child’s clinical condition. During this

period, the radiology departments used eight single- and 21

multi-detector CT machines. Organ doses were estimated

based on the standard radiological protocols drawn up by

each department to define the default technical parameters

that could be implemented on the available CT equipment

for routine examinations according to the patient’s age (or

body weight). Radiological protocols (specific to anatom-

ical area, patient’s age, CT equipment, use period, and

department) were collected in all the hospitals, except for

cervical spine and middle ear CTs for which data were

available in only seven and 13 hospitals, respectively. We

used the numerical simulation software CT-expo (Stamm

and Nagel 2002) to generate volume CT dose index

(CTDIvol) values and estimate organ doses for two phan-

toms, one the size of 7-week-olds and another of 7-year-

olds, assigned to represent the two age groups of interest :

\1 and 1–10 years. For each type of CT (defined by the

explored anatomical area) and age group, empirical organ

dose distributions were characterized by the set of dose

values, previously calculated for each radiological proto-

col, by use period, and hospital, for all examinations over

the survey period (only one CT equipment was in use in

each department at any given time, except in one hospital

for which the mean dose values were considered here

because it was unknown which CT machine of the two

available was used for each examination).

Cancer-free survival and background risks in the unex-

posed target population were estimated from cancer inci-

dence and mortality rates in the French general population

insofar as CT exposure in childhood was infrequent (Etard

et al. 2012). We considered the age- and gender-specific

rates in the most recent years, i.e., over the 2000–2005

period, estimated from the French regional cancer registries

(Belot et al. 2008) (data were available online http://www.

invs.sante.fr/surveillance/cancers/estimations_cancers/

default.htm, accessed July 4, 2012) and recorded by the

national center for cause-of-death statistics and epidemi-

ology (http://www.cepidc.vesinet.inserm.fr/, accessed July

4, 2012). The cancer incidence and mortality rates were

assumed to be homogeneously distributed when extrapo-

lating lifetime risks from the period 2000–2005 to the

period 2004–2009. Note, however, that leukemia incidence

rates included only new diagnoses of acute (all histology

codes) and chronic lymphoid leukemia.

Age-specific sex ratios in the general population from

2000 to 2005, estimated from the national census (http://

www.ecosante.fr/index2.php?base=FRAN&langh=FRA&

langs=FRA&sessionid, accessed July 4, 2012), were used

for further gender-averaged calculations and were assumed

to be constant over the study period.

Dose–response models and excess risk estimation

Dose–response models, based on Poisson’s disease models

(Breslow and Day 1987), which were estimated from both

the LSS and medically exposed populations, were consid-

ered pertinent for risk prediction in our target population.

The excess absolute risk (EAR) and the excess relative risk

(ERR) models proposed by Preston et al. (2002) and Ron

et al. (1995), both previously validated in medical studies

and in the LSS dataset, were used for prediction of breast

and thyroid cancers risks, respectively. For the other sites

of cancer, no such meta-analyses have been published to

the best of our knowledge. Thus, both additive and multi-

plicative risk transfer was considered, and the dose–

response models proposed by Preston et al. (2007) and the

United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of

Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR 2006) for describing brain/

CNS cancer incidence and leukemia mortality risks,

respectively, from the LSS, were considered here.

Table 1 details the dose–response models and the esti-

mated parameters. For breast cancer, the risk coefficient

estimates and associated 95 % confidence intervals (CI),

published in Preston et al. (2002), were applied directly.

For thyroid cancer, risk estimates specific to gender and

age at exposure were derived following the approach of

the National Research Council (NRC 2006) in the absence

of available data. First, an estimate of the unknown

coefficient determining the adjustment to the ERR for age
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at exposure (considered here as a continuous covariate)

was derived, by linearly interpolating the gender-averaged

log(ERR) values previously estimated by the US National

Institutes of Health (NIH 2003) for age at exposure in

increments of 5 years (from Ron et al. (1995)). Next, the

probability of a higher radiation-induced effect in females,

as emphasized in the primary analysis (Ron et al. 1995)

and in a recent report about thyroid cancer incidence in the

LSS (Furukawa et al. 2013), was considered. A gender-

specific risk coefficient estimate was thus derived by

weighting the gender-averaged one by the odds ratio (OR)

between genders estimated by Ron et al. (1995) while

assuming that the gender and age at exposure effects were

independent.

Finally, for leukemia and brain/CNS cancer, the risk

coefficients and associated 95 % CIs were estimated by

fitting the selected dose–response models to the LSS

dataset, available online from the Radiation Effects

Research Foundation (RERF) Web site (http://www.rerf.or.

jp/library/dl_e/index.html, accessed July 4, 2012) and

using Epicure/AMFIT software (Preston et al. 1993). We

used both the original dataset of brain/CNS cancer inci-

dence (Preston et al. 2007) and the latest update of leu-

kemia mortality (Ozasa et al. 2012). The dose–response

relation between exposure and risk of leukemia incidence

was assumed to be relevantly described by mortality data.

Indeed, the latter were considered to be a good proxy for

the incidence rates, which were not adequately recorded,

due to poor prognosis after diagnosis during the follow-up

of the LSS cohort members (NRC 2006).

Prediction of cancer risks in the target population

Measures of risk

Lifetime attributable risk (LAR) was defined as the

cumulative excess risk potentially induced by any single

CT examination, of developing a primary cancer from age

at exposure e to a given attained age a. For each cancer site

c, gender g, age at exposure e, attained age a, and organ

dose d, the following formulation, noted LARc (g,e,a,d),

was derived from Kellerer et al. (2001) and Vaeth and

Pierce (1990):

LARcðg; e; a; dÞ

¼ 1

DDREF

Za

e

Fc
lagðt � eÞMcðg; e; t; dÞSðg; amin ¼ e; tÞdt

LARc (g,e,a,d) denotes the integral over attained ages

t = e through t = a (a = 100 or a = e?25 afterward) of

excess risks noted Mc (g,e,t,d) and defined as the following

weighted arithmetic mean:

Mcðg; e; t; dÞ ¼ xERRERRcðg; e; t; dÞkcðg; tÞ
þð1� xERRÞEARcðg; e; t; dÞ

where kc(g,t) is a cancer-specific incidence rate at zero dose,

gender g, and attained age t; ERRc (g,e,t,d) and EARc

(g,e,t,d) quantify, respectively, the proportional and addi-

tional impact in the cancer risk (at cancer site c) for gender g,

age at exposure e, and attained age t in response to an organ

dose d; xERR is a weighting parameter between 0 and 1 to

account, to some extent, for uncertainty in the dose–response

model in population-to-population risk projection; Fc
lag is a

Table 1 Excess relative (ERR) and absolute (EAR) risk models,

maximum likelihood estimates and associated 95 % confidence

intervals (CIs) used for predicting potential risks of radiation-induced

cancers

Breast cancer (women only) (Preston et al. (2002) model)

EAR(e,a,d).PY-1 = b.d.exp[d.(e - 25)].(a/50)c

b = 9.9 (7.1; 14.0)

d = -0.040 (-0.051; -0.028)

(a \ 50) c1 = 3.5 (2.4; 4.9)

(a C 50) c2 = 1.1 (-0.4; 2.4)

Thyroid cancer (model derived from Ron et al. (1995) and NIH

(2003) estimations)

ERR(g,e,d) = b.d.exp[O–.g ? d.e]

b = 9.449 (3.937; 22.800)

d = -0.083 (-0.119; -0.046)

O– = 0.346 (-0.035; 0.715)

g = -1 for male, 1 for female

Brain/CNS cancer (estimations from the models proposed by Preston

et al. (2007) fitted to the LSS data (Preston et al. 2007))

ERR(e,d) = b.d.exp[d.[e/25]]

b = 2.493 (0.550; 13.680)

d = -2.304 (-18.950; -0.147)

EAR(d).10-4 PY = b.d

b = 0.508 (0.120; 1.037)

Leukemia [estimations from the models proposed by UNSCEAR

(2006) fitted to the LSS data (Ozasa et al. 2012)]

ERR(a,d) = (a.d ? b.d2).exp[c.ln[a/50]]

a = 1.612 (0.124; 3.558)

b = 1.551 (0.621; 2.579)

c = -1.634 (-2.419; -0.956)

EAR(g,e,a,d).10-4PY = (a.d ? b.d2).exp[O–.g ? c.ln[(a - e)/25]]

a = 0.972 (0.088; 1.982)

b = 0.921 (0.3495; 1.557)

c = -0.488 (-0.856; -0.129)

O– = -0.258 (-0.464; -0.032)

g = -1 for male, 1 for female

The brain/CNS cancer and leukemia models were here specified as in

the original reports (Preston et al. 2007; UNSCEAR 2006) but fitted

on centered data to facilitate computation of LRT-based CIs

e age at exposure (in years), a attained age (in years), g gender,

d organ dose (Gy), PY person-year, CNS central nervous system
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cancer-specific sigmoid function to describe a smoothed

increase in excess cancer risk during a conventional latency

period (Kocher et al. 2008; Berrington de Gonzalez et al.

2012); S(g,amin = e,t) is the gender-specific survival prob-

ability: it denotes the conditional probability in the unex-

posed population alive at the age at exposure e of reaching at

least age t cancer-free (Kellerer et al. 2001); the dose and

dose-rate effectiveness factor (DDREF) proposed by the

International Commission on Radiological Protection

(ICRP) (ICRP 2005) is applied here to correct some poten-

tial bias induced when extrapolating excess risks under the

linear dose–response relation assumption through dose ran-

ges from those of the datasets used for fitting the models to

the lower doses of the simulated CT exposures. No DDREF

was considered for extrapolation from the linear-quadratic

models of leukemia risk, which already describes a curvature

in the dose–response relation.

To allow realistic comparisons with cancer risks in

individuals not exposed to CT, the lifetime fractional risk

(LFR) (Kellerer et al. 2001) was also calculated as follows:

LFRcðg; e; a; dÞ ¼ LARcðg; e; a; dÞ
LBRcðg; amin ¼ e; aÞ

where LBRc(g,amin,a) is the cancer- and gender-specific

lifetime background risk (LBR) of primary cancer

incidence, over a specific life period from the age amin (set

at e for the LFR calculation) to an attained age a, in

individuals unexposed to CT scans (Vaeth and Pierce 1990):

LBRcðg; amin; aÞ ¼
Za

amin

kcðg; tÞSðg; amin; tÞdt

Gender-averaged excess and background risks were cal-

culated as mean predictions for both genders weighted by

sex ratios at each age.

Finally, overall cumulative excess and background risks

were predicted in simulated populations exposed to repe-

ated CT examinations during childhood and supposed to

have the same demographic and exposure characteristics as

the target population. LARc
pop is then a cumulative excess

risk of cancer incidence among individuals followed from

their birth for P years and undergone one or more CT

examinations before the age of 10 years:

LARc
pop ¼

XN

i¼1

Xmi

k¼1

LARcðgi; eik;a¼P;dik
Þ

where N is the total number of individuals in the simulated

population, mi is the number of CT scans undergone by the

individual i (i = 1,…,N), set here at the average number of

CT scans per child in the target population (i.e., mi = 1.5) for

all i; P is the total duration of follow-up of the population

from birth (including the 10-year exposure period);

LARcðgi; eik;a¼P;dik
Þ denotes the cumulative excess risk

potentially induced by the kth CT examination—undergone

by the child i and related to a specific organ dose dik—of

developing a primary cancer c from age at exposure eik to

attained age a at the end of the time of follow-up P (P C eik

for all i = 1,…,N and k = 1,…,mi). Excess risks of solid

cancer were here predicted only from the examinations

leading to direct exposure to the organ or tissue for which the

site of cancer was of interest; risks of leukemia were assumed

to be potentially induced by all the types of CT considered.

The total number of (background and excess) incident

cases of cancer, noted Cc
pop, that could be observed in the

exposed simulated population was predicted as a realiza-

tion of Poisson’s distribution with mean and variance both

equal to the sum of LARc
pop and LBRc

pop where

LBRc
pop ¼

XN

i¼1

LBRcðgi;amin ¼ 0; a ¼ PÞ

Predicted standardized incidence ratios (SIRs), noted

SIRc
pop, were then derived as ratios between Cc

pop and the

‘‘expected’’ number of incident cases of cancer c in the

French general population, considered here as unexposed.

This expected number of cancers was approximated by the

LBRc
pop, which is the sum over N individuals of the age-

and gender-specific background rates of incidence of the

general population, weighted by the cancer-free survival

function S(g,amin = 0,t). From the predicted Cc
pop and

SIRc
pop, the power to detect statistically significant SIRc

pop

in the simulated population and the minimal detectable true

value of SIR were calculated under the assumption that

Cc
pop follows Poisson’s distribution with mean and variance

both equal to LBRc
pop under the null hypothesis of SIR

equal to 1 (Breslow and Day 1987).

Characterization and propagation of uncertainties

Prediction in the target population of all the above measures

of cancer risk (i.e., LARc (g,e,a,d), LBRc (g,amin,a), LARc
pop,

etc.) took into account the variability of the inputs (i.e., organ

doses, cancer incidence, and mortality rates) and the uncer-

tainty in each radiation-induced cancer risk model parameter

following the large-sample frequency properties of the

Bayesian statistics and implicitly assuming a uniform prior

density on each parameter (Gelman et al. 2004).

• Organ dose variability—For each type of CT and age

group, the variability of the organ doses was charac-

terized by the empirical distribution in the target

population over the radiological protocols. For each

organ or tissue, a single dose value (not necessarily

different from one protocol to another) was computed

by protocol (i.e., for specific type of CT, patient’s age
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group, hospital, and period); the distributions of organ

dose were then discrete.

• Background rate variability—The number of back-

ground incident cancers and deaths were assumed to

follow Poisson’s distribution with mean and variance

both equal to the average French incidence and

mortality rates over the period 2000–2005.

• Latency period—From an approach applied elsewhere

(Kocher et al. 2008; Berrington de Gonzalez et al.

2012), the minimal latency period was characterized by

a site-specific sigmoid function Fc
lagðt � eÞ of the time

after exposure necessary for expression of a potential

radiation-induced effect:

Fc
lagðt � eÞ ¼ 1

1þ expð�ðt � e� hcÞ=ScÞ

where hc is the time since exposure (t - e) at the inflection

point (i.e., where the function equals 0.5) and Sc is the shape

parameter that defines the steepness of the function. hc was

defined here as the usual minimal latency time, i.e., for

instance, 2 years for leukemia. Sc was defined such that the

above sigmoid function attained 0.99 at the minimum time

after exposure for which a significant excess risk has been

shown in relevant epidemiological studies. For breast cancer,

however, an appropriate latency period was defined on

goodness-of-fit criteria (Land et al. 2003). The above sig-

moid function reached the values 0.50 and 0.99, respectively,

at the following times from exposure: for cancers of the

brain/CNS, 5 and 9.5 years (Neglia et al. 2006; Pettorini et al.

2008), of the breast, 10 and 15 years (Preston et al. 2002;

Land et al. 2003), of the thyroid, 3 and 4 years (Cardis et al.

2006; Cardis and Hatch 2011), and for leukemia, 2 and

3.5 years (Cardis et al. 2006; NRC 2006; UNSCEAR 2006).

The uncertainty for each site-specific inflection point hc was

characterized by Beta–Pert distributions with the following

minimal, modal, and maximal values: for cancers of the

thyroid, 2.5, 3, 3.5, of the breast, 9.5, 10, 12, and of the brain/

CNS 2.5, 5, 7.5, and for leukemia, 1.5, 2, and 2.5.

• High-to-low doses risk extrapolation—Uncertainty in

the DDREF, applied for only solid cancers, was

characterized by the lognormal density function

(mean = log(1.5), SD = 0.09) estimated by the BEIR

committee (NRC 2006).

• Population-to-population risk transport—For leukemia

and brain/CNS cancer, average lifetime risks were

predicted following weighted arithmetic means of

LARc from additive and multiplicative models. The

weight for the relative risk transport (noted wERR) was

assumed to follow a Bernoulli distribution with

mean = 0.7 (NRC 2006). The wERR for breast cancer

was equal to 0 and for thyroid cancer, 1 (see Table 1).

• Model parameters—The LSS and medically exposed

population datasets were considered large enough that

it could be reasonably assumed that, given such data,

the uncertainty distribution in most parameters fol-

lowed an independent normal distribution centered at

the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) and with a

standard error (SE) derived from the 95 % CI based on

the likelihood ratio test (LRT). Exceptions were for the

risk coefficient b of the breast cancer model and the

parameters of the ERR model for CNS/brain cancer

(see Table 1) for which the asymptotic normality

seemed to be improved by log transformation (Gelman

et al. 2004), and thus independent lognormal distribu-

tions were assumed. For thyroid cancer, the empirical

distribution of the MLE for each parameter b and d was

first assessed by making several linear interpolations of

sets of random values of log(ERR) simulated from

normal distributions with means equal to each point

estimate of log(ERR) (by increments of 5 years of

exposure) and SEs both estimated by the NIH (2003).

This allowed to derive the expected MLE and a 95 %CI

for each parameter b and d (Table 1). Then, the

uncertainty distributions for those parameters were

assumed to follow independent normal distributions

centered at the corresponding expected MLEs and with

a SE equal to the empirical SE of the MLE. The

uncertainty distribution for gender effect O– was derived

from the OR between genders to which we assigned

a lognormal distribution with a mean equal to

log(MLE) and a SE derived from the two-sided score

test p value (Ron et al. 1995). Considering an asymp-

totically equivalent Wald test, we estimated that

ORmale:female = 0.50 95 % CI [0.24;1.07].

Uncertainties in all the above parameters and variability

in the inputs were propagated through the dose–response

models and the risk measures by standard Monte Carlo

simulations (Phillips 2003) to derive uncertainty distribu-

tions of the outcomes of interest: the predicted cancer risks

by type of CT and for each gender, age at exposure, and

site of cancer. Basically, 10,000 random sets of values for

inputs and parameters were generated with WinBUGS 1.4

(Lunn et al. 2000), here used as a simulation tool, to pro-

vide an empirical uncertainty distribution of the predicted

cumulative excess (and background) risks of each cancer.

Results

Description of the CT exposures in the target

population

Between 2004 and 2009, 65,675 children younger than

10 years underwent 105,558 CT scans in the 15 partici-

pating hospitals; 24.5 % of the examinations were in
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children younger than 1 year old and 42.4 % in girls. The

five types of CT of interest here accounted for 84.5 % of

the 100,332 examinations for which the anatomical area

imaged was known: 57.9 % scans were of the skull/brain,

6.5 % the middle ear, 4.2 % the cervical spine, 27.2 % the

chest, and 8.1 % the abdomen ? pelvis (one examination

could involve several anatomical areas).

Table 2 describes the organ doses by CT type and age

group at examination. For given CT type and age group,

the ratio between the highest and the lowest doses ranged

from 3 to 15 and was about 10 in most cases.

Lifetime cancer risk attributable to a single CT

examination

Table 3 presents summary statistics of the predictive dis-

tributions obtained for the gender-averaged LBRc and

LARc values by age at exposure and type of CT. Because

the LBRc values were essentially equivalent whether

measured from age 1 month or age 10 years through age

100, only estimations from birth are shown. For all types of

CT, the predictive medians of LARc were highest for the

youngest ages at exposure and the width of the associated

90 % UIs decreased along with age at exposure. For leu-

kemia and brain/CNS cancer, the LARc were similar

between genders despite differences in background risks

(Online Resource 1—Suppl. Table 2 gives LBRc and LARc

to age 100 by gender). For thyroid cancer, however, the

LARc were 6–7 times higher in females than those in

males. For instance, chest scans in 5-year-olds would lead

to LBRc and LARc of thyroid of 1,189 (90 % UI

1,136–1,242) and 51 (90 % UI 15–175) 9 10-5,

respectively, in females, and 371 (90 % UI 344–400) and 8

(90 % UI 2–27) 9 10-5, respectively, in males. In com-

parison with LBRc, the potential excess risks of thyroid

cancer were then twice as high for females, whatever the

time since exposure (see the values of LFRc in Online

Resource 1—Suppl. Tables 3 and 4).

Figure 1 displays the gender-averaged LARc per

100,000 children exposed to one CT examination at age 5,

and LFRc per 1,000 background cancers from age at

exposure 5 to 100 year -old (Online Resource 1—Suppl.

Table 4 shows values of LFRc to age 100 by gender and

age at exposure). It illustrates the decrease in LFRc, though

increase in LARc, with attained age, with different shapes

for each cancer site due to the increase in the background

risks, while the potential radiation-induced risks either

remained constant or decreased with attained age or time

since exposure after the latency period. A purely multi-

plicative risk model for thyroid cancer, not dependent on

time since exposure, would result, however, in a constant

LFRc throughout life.

Cumulative excess risks of cancer 20 years

after a single CT examination

Table 4 presents summary statistics of the predictive dis-

tribution of gender-averaged LARc per 100,000 children

exposed to one CT examination at 5 year old (see Online

Resource 1—Suppl. Table 1 for other ages at exposure)

and gender-averaged LFRc per 1,000 background cancers

(if unexposed to CT), 20 years after a CT exposure.

Although the LARc were lower at 20 years after a CT

examination than throughout life, they were highest

Table 2 Number of radiological protocols and computed tomography (CT) examinations and summary statistics of the empirical distributions of

organ doses from CT examinations in the target population of children exposed before the age of 10 years

CT type Number of radiological

protocols (hospitals)a
Number of

examinations

Median, minimum–maximum organ dose (mGy) according to age at examination

\1 year 1–10 years

Bone

marrow

Brain Thyroid Breasts Bone

marrow

Brain Thyroid Breasts

Skull/brain 27 (15) 49,024 6 21 4 27

2–15 8–55 1–8 6–56

Middle ear 22 (13) 5,503 8 18 2 9

2–14 4–29 1–6 2–20

Cervical spine 9 (7) 3,521 8 28 3 21

1–10 3–36 1–3 6–22

Chest 27 (15) 23,018 2 8 8 1 7 7

1–6 3–25 2–23 \0.5–4 3–25 3–25

Abdomen ?pelvis 27 (15) 6,849 2 5 3 2

1–4 1–10 1–4 1–10

a Each radiological department (hospital) drew up one radiological protocol for a defined anatomical area, a CT machine and a given use period

according to the patients’ age (or body weight) class
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relative to the background risks in the first decades after

exposure, except for thyroid cancer, as illustrated also in

Fig. 1 (see the LFRc). In contrast to LARc to age 100, the

cumulative excess risks of thyroid and breast cancer at

20 years after exposure increased slightly with age at

exposure due to the strong increase in the background risks

Table 3 Predictive medians and associated 90 % uncertainty inter-

vals of gender-averaged lifetime background risks (LBRc) of primary

cancers incidence, from birth to age 100, per 100,000 unexposed

children, and gender-averaged lifetime attributable risks (LARc) per

100,000 children exposed to one computed tomography (CT)

examination by type of CT, from several ages at exposure to age 100

CT type from birth to age 100 Site of cancer c LBRc 9 10-5 LARc 9 10-5 to age 100 according to age at exposure

1 month 1 year 5 years 10 years

Skull/brain Brain and CNS 500 (478–522) 12 (2–83) 11 (2–73) 8 (1–55) 6 (0.2–41)

Leukemia 779 (754–806) 17 (1–138) 13 (1–82) 4 (1–14) 3 (0.5–9)

Middle ear Brain and CNS 500 (478–522) 8 (2–55) 7 (1–48) 2 (0.3–18) 2 (\0.1–13)

Leukemia 779 (754–806) 16 (1–150) 13 (1–87) 2 (0.4–9) 2 (0.3–6)

Cervical spine Thyroid 800 (769–830) 152 (26–474) 141 (24–440) 65 (17–196) 43 (11–134)

Leukemia 779 (754–806) 17 (1–140) 13 (1–82) 3 (0.4–8) 2 (0.4–5)

Chest Thyroid 800 (769–830) 46 (12–158) 43 (12–146) 31 (9–101) 20 (6–69)

Breasta 11,380 (11,240–11,530) 62 (17–173) 60 (17–167) 55 (20–158) 45 (16–129)

Leukemia 779 (754–806) 5 (0.4–41) 4 (0.4–25) 1 (\0.1–4) 1 (\0.1–2)

Abdomen ? pelvis Breasta 11,380 (11,240–11,530) 36 (7–107) 35 (7–103) 17 (5–79) 14 (4–64)

Leukemia 779 (754–806) 5 (0.4–38) 4 (0.4–22) 3 (0.4–9) 2 (0.4–5)

CNS central nervous system
a In girls only

Fig. 1 Gender-averaged

lifetime attributable risks

(LARc) of cancer c incidence

per 100,000 children exposed to

one computed tomography (CT)

examination at the age of

5 years (left) and gender-

averaged lifetime fractional

risks (LFRc) per 1,000

background cancers (right),

from age at exposure to 100

year old in a cancer-free

population, for the most

frequent CT types. Black lines

represent the predictive medians

of LARc and gray areas the

associated 90 % uncertainty

intervals. CNS central nervous

system
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from the age of 25 and even more from 30 years (Online

Resource 1—Suppl. Table 1). No such trend was observed

for either leukemia or CNS/brain cancer, for which the

annual incidence rates remained essentially constant for all

ages.

Variability of lifetime excess risk

across the radiological protocols

Figure 2 shows gender-averaged LARc from age at

exposure 5 to age 100 per 100,000 children (y-axis) in

relation to the cumulative frequency, in the target popu-

lation, of skull/brain or chest CT examinations associated

with the given organ doses for which the LARc were

predicted (x-axis). It illustrates the variability in potential

excess risks, for a given CT type, subsequent to dose

variability in the target population. In particular, while

50 % of the 5-year-old girls who had one chest scan

would have been subjected to a LARc of breast cancer

equal to or \54 (90 % UI 27–109) 9 10-5, 5 % of them

received a dose associated with a potential excess risk

equal to or more than 124 (90 % UI 63–249) 9 10-5.

The LARc of thyroid cancer similarly varied from \30

(90 % UI 11–76) 9 10-5 for 50 % of the children

exposed to one chest scan to 68 (90 % UI

26–173) 9 10-5 or more for the 95th percentile. Uncer-

tainties in predictions did not allow to highlight the risk

variability for brain/CNS cancer and leukemia as clearly,

but the dose ranges between the radiological protocols

were also wide (Table 2).

Overall cancer risks in populations having childhood

CT examinations

Table 5 reports the predicted total (background and excess)

number of incident cases of cancer that would be observed

when following simulated exposed population, assuming

the demographic and exposure characteristics of the target

population, the power to detect SIRc
pop [1, and the minimal

detectable true value of SIR according to survey scenarios.

In a fictitious population of 100,000 exposed individuals,

the power to detect significant SIRc
pop was 20 % for leu-

kemia and thyroid cancer by 20 and 50 years of follow-up,

respectively, but would not exceed 10 % for CNS/brain

and breast cancers even through 50 years of follow-up.

Following such a population of one million individuals

made a power of 80 % achievable for leukemia and thyroid

cancer. For CNS/brain and breast cancer, a low perfor-

mance was once more predicted, but the minimal detect-

able SIR decreased notably with increasing the duration of

follow-up.

Discussion

Risk predictions here describe the potential radiation-

induced risks of cancer specifically from standard CT scans

in pediatrics. The QRA approach applied emphasizes that,

although the potential lifetime excess risks induced by

childhood CT were expected to be low, they would be

noticeable during the first decades of life in comparison

Table 4 Predictive medians and associated 90 % uncertainty inter-

vals of gender-averaged lifetime attributable risks (LARc) of primary

cancers incidence per 100,000 children exposed to one computed

tomography (CT) examination at the age of 5 years and gender-

averaged lifetime fractional risk (LFRc) of primary cancers incidence

per 1,000 background cancers, by type of CT and age at exposure,

20 years after CT exposure

CT type Site of cancer c LARc 9 10-5 LFRc 9 10-3 20 years after exposure by age at exposure

1 month 1 year 5 years 10 years

Skull/brain Brain and CNS 1 (0.1–3) 29 (6–126) 25 (4–109) 21 (2–95) 17 (0.3–87)

Leukemia 2 (0.2–9) 165 (8–1,748) 111 (7–960) 31 (4––144) 23 (4–68)

Middle ear Brain and CNS 0.2 (\0.1–1) 19 (3–84) 17 (3–71) 7 (0.5–32) 5 (0.1–28)

Leukemia 1 (0.2–6) 162 (7–1,877) 109 (7–1022) 18 (3–94) 13 (2–46)

Cervical spine Thyroid 3 (1–8) 183 (31–568) 169 (29–529) 78 (20–236) 51 (13–160)

Leukemia 1 (0.2–5) 159 (5–1,772) 107 (4–961) 19 (3–84) 14 (3–39)

Chest Thyroid 1 (0.4–4) 56 (15–188) 52 (14–174) 37 (11–120) 24 (7–82)

Breasta 0.5 (0.1–2) 583 (41–nc) 148 (24–nc) 75 (19–332) 18 (6–60)

Leukemia 0.5 (\0.1–2) 50 (2–528) 33 (2–290) 8 (\ 0.1–38) 6 (\ 0.1–19)

Abdomen ? pelvis Breasta 0.2 (\0.1–0.9) 345 (18–nc) 86 (10–nc) 25 (5–162) 6 (1–30)

Leukemia 1 (0.2–5) 50 (2–480) 34 (2–266) 20 (3–90) 14 (3–42)

CNS central nervous system, nc not computed because lower bound of cumulative background risk of breast cancer incidence was 0 before the

age of 22 years
a In girls only
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with the background risks which remain low (Table 4;

Fig. 1). In addition, the excess risks to children with scans

at the age of 1 year could be 1.3–2.5 times higher for breast

cancer and 2–3 times higher for thyroid cancer, compared

with children exposed at the same doses at the age of

10 years (Table 3). On the whole, the results showed that

11 and 2 excess thyroid cancers, respectively, would be

induced by 10,000 cervical spine examinations in 5-year-

old girls and boys (i.e., 1 radiation-induced cancer in 1,500

scans for both genders, see Online Resource 1—Suppl.

Table 5). Chest CT would lead to risks of breast cancer

similar to those of thyroid cancer in females—about 6

excess cases per 10,000 scans in 5-year-old girls (i.e., 1 in

1,800 scans). The risk of breast cancer from abdominal

imaging would be only one half to one-third the risk from

chest CT (i.e., 1 in 2,800–7,100 scans according to age at

exposure). The risk of brain/CNS tumors from head CT

would be low (2–12 per 100,000 according to age at

examination), but the frequency of these examinations

(Table 2) might induce a noticeable collective impact.

Despite the low doses, 1–5 cases of radiation-induced

leukemia per 100,000 scans would occur in children

exposed at the age of 5 years, regardless of the CT type,

and those risks would be substantially higher in younger

children. These results must nevertheless be interpreted

cautiously in view of the acute uncertainty in the estima-

tion of the bone marrow doses due to diffused exposure

(Lechel et al. 2009). Slight differences between genders

were predicted in excess risks of leukemia and brain/CNS

cancer. For thyroid cancer, however, the background and

radiation-related risks, each about twice as high for females

than males, implied a substantially higher excess risk for

girls exposed to CT who would have, moreover, a longer

life expectancy (Tables 1 and 3).

Previous major risk assessments for CT exposure

(Brenner et al. 2001; Berrington de Gonzalez and Darby

2004, 2009 Brenner and Hall 2007; Chodick et al. 2007;

Smith-Bindman et al. 2009) have focused mainly on the

risks of incidence of all cancers or cause-specific mortality

for all ages at exposure. The present work aimed, on the

contrary, at predicting cancer risk according to the char-

acteristics of childhood exposures, and targeted the cancer

sites which would appear as relevant for predicting the

incident cases that could occur in the reference
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Fig. 2 Gender-averaged

lifetime attributable risks

(LARc) of cancer c incidence

per 100,000 children exposed at

5 years of age to one

examination of the most

frequent types of computed

tomography (CT) according to

the cumulative frequency in the

target population of such

examinations associated with a

given organ dose. For each

specific value of organ dose d in

the target population (related to

one or several radiological

protocols) from examinations at

5 years of age, the y-axis

presents the associated

predictive gender-averaged

median of LARc (black points)

and 90 % uncertainty intervals

(vertical lines), and the x-axis

indicates the cumulative

frequency of such examinations

associated with an organ dose

less or equal to d. CNS central

nervous system
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population—the Enfant Scanner cohort. Our predictions

are therefore in most cases not directly comparable to the

previous estimations. Brenner and Hall (2007) nevertheless

reported, based on other risk models, slightly higher

potential excess risks of leukemia mortality from head CT

at 5–10 years of age for organ doses similar to those

considered here, and similar risks from abdominal CT

despite higher doses. QRA for all-cancer incidence as a

single endpoint attributable to head CT scans have, how-

ever, yielded substantially higher risk predictions than

those we could obtain by adding predicted risks of leuke-

mia and brain/CNS cancer (Berrington de Gonzalez et al.

2009; Smith-Bindman et al. 2009).

In our view, targeted exposure to specific organs and

limitations of models for all cancers and for some rare

cancers did not allow, however, relevant predictions for

providing a single measure of the risk of all cancers. Unlike

previous predictions, the current risk assessment focu-

sed here on cancer sites for which significant associations

have been shown and consistent estimations provided

across several studies (breast and thyroid cancers). The

potential risk of leukemia was also studied because of its

strong association with the exposure of bone marrow to IR

(Preston et al. 2004; Wakeford 2013), and intracranial

cancers because pediatric CT involves mainly head

examinations (Etard et al. 2010; Bernier et al. 2012b) even

though the estimated risk models involve large degrees of

uncertainty. These four cancer sites contribute to approxi-

mately 50 % of women’s and 5 % of men’s overall lifetime

risk of cancer in the French general population (Belot et al.

2008). Prostate, colon, and lung cancers play a major role

in the background risk, especially among men, but there is

not yet sufficient evidence that IR affects prostate cancer

(UNSCEAR 2006; Ozasa et al. 2012), pelvic CT was not

frequent in children (Bernier et al. 2012b), and it would be

difficult to predict the impact of tobacco intake on the

relation between lung cancer and IR (Furukawa et al.

2010). A more complete overview of the potential risks

associated with frequent types of CT in children will

require taking into account other cancer sites, particularly

Table 5 Medians and associated 90 % uncertainty intervals of

predicted numbers of incident cancers (Cc
pop) in fictitious populations

of individuals exposed to CT examinations before the age of 10 years,

medians of predicted standardized incidence ratios (SIRc
pop) and the

associated power to detect significant differences to 1 at the 0.05

level, and minimal detectable SIR with a power of 80 %, according to

the size and the duration of follow-up of the simulated exposed

population

Site of cancer Survey duration

(in years)

Cc
pop SIRc

pop Power (%) to

detect SIRc
pop [1

Minimal detectable

SIR with power of 80 %

Size of the exposed population (9105)

10 1 10 1 10

CNS/brain cancer 10 212 (156–274) 1.01 4 7 1.65 1.18

20 368 (292–450) 1.02 6 9 1.47 1.14

30 570 (472–677) 1.03 7 16 1.37 1.11

50 1,428 (1,275–1,617) 1.03 10 29 1.23 1.07

Leukemia 10 564 (447–906) 1.10 17 70 1.39 1.11

20 818 (676–1,192) 1.09 22 84 1.33 1.09

30 1,010 (853–1,374) 1.09 22 85 1.29 1.08

50 1,599 (1,409–1,979) 1.06 18 74 1.21 1.07

Thyroid cancer 10 16 (3–36) 1.01 2 5 4.30 1.73

20 133 (90–183) 1.05 5 14 1.86 1.23

30 683 (576–800) 1.05 11 34 1.34 1.10

50 3,293 (3,033–3,625) 1.05 21 86 1.15 1.04

Breast cancer 10 0 (0–0) – – – – –

20 7 (0–27) 1.01 2 5 5.60 1.94

30 469 (357–589) 1.01 5 8 1.41 1.12

50 22,990 (22,210–23,800) 1.00 6 9 1.05 1.02

CNS central nervous system. The exposed population was considered here as individuals undergone one or more CT scans whatever the type of

examination. Cumulative doses (mGy) to brain, bone marrow, thyroid gland, and breast (in girls only) per individual were 24 (13–36), 6 (4–8), 8

(4–11), 4 (2–8), respectively. Survey duration is the total duration of follow-up from birth to the end of the survey (it thus includes the 10-year

period of exposure). Power to detect SIRc
pop [1 and minimal detectable SIR are related to the median values of SIRc

pop and Cc
pop, respectively, and

derived from one-sided exact tests with a = 0.05 and the usual assumption that, under the null hypothesis of SIR = 1, the observed number of

incident cancers, predicted as, is Poisson distributed with mean and variance both equal to the ‘‘expected’’ number of cancers in the general

population (Breslow and Day 1987), approximated here by the LBRc
pop
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lung, liver, gastrointestinal tract, and skin (other than

melanoma), based on an appropriate characterization of the

dose–response relations and of the absorbed doses to the

tissues.

The current QRA aimed to assess the magnitude of

potential cancer risks from routine CT examinations in

children without underlying conditions likely to reduce

their cancer-free life expectancy. This limitation is related

to the estimation of the cancer-free survival in the unex-

posed target population from which the excess risks were

predicted. Although one can appropriately consider that the

general population was almost entirely unexposed to CT in

childhood (Etard et al. 2012), specific clinical conditions

that result in CT imaging may well modify the children’s

probability of cancer-free survival (unknown in the current

state of knowledge) in comparison with children who never

receive such medical care, regardless of the potential

effects of CT radiation. Thus, the probability of survival

and of subsequent potential risks from CT radiation might

be somewhat overestimated for some exposed children.

The radiation-induced risks are otherwise not of significant

concern for children at high risk of death due to their pri-

mary clinical conditions (Brenner et al. 2011). Thanks in

part to improved diagnoses and medical monitoring by

high-quality radiological imaging, many children who

underwent CT scans might nonetheless have a long cancer-

free life expectancy. Although specific mortality risks for

them are difficult to assess, the high primary risk of cancer

related to the underlying medical conditions likely con-

cerns only a small percentage of the exposed patients

(Hammer et al. 2009; Bernier et al. 2012a).

In a step beyond that of previous works on this topic, in

the present work, current practices in routine care in

pediatrics were taken into account in predicting lifetime

cancer risks potentially induced by CT scans. The empir-

ical organ dose distribution in the target population can be

viewed as representative of radiological practices in French

University hospitals during the survey period: the facilities

were among those with the highest volume of activity and

represented a wide geographical area. The frequency of

examinations per hospital varied from 1.5 to 10 %, while

one hospital accounted for more than 20 %. Doses in that

hospital were nevertheless similar to the median values in

the other facilities. The empirical organ dose distributions

for cervical spine CT was built, however, from the proto-

cols available in only seven hospitals among which two

facilities accounted for almost 70 % of the examinations.

For this type of CT, the risk predictions were thus essen-

tially based upon the protocols in use in the two mentioned

radiological units and associated otherwise with the highest

doses. Median (minimum–maximum) effective doses

(mSv) from examinations in children aged 1–10 years were

1 (\0.5–3) for the skull/brain, 1 (\0.5–1) for the middle

ear, 2 (1–2) for the cervical spine, 3 (1–9) for chest scans,

and 6 (2–12) for abdominal/pelvic CT scans. These results

are similar to those from previous surveys in pediatric CT

(McLean et al. 2003; Shrimpton et al. 2006).

Data from routine practices highlight here the variability

in doses and thus in potential cancer risks across the

radiological protocols implemented in 15 major hospitals

in France. The predictive distributions of cancer risk did

not, however, reflect uncertainties about the computational

method for estimating organ doses and the inter-individual

variability (related to the radiological parameters actually

used at each examination and the heterogeneity in body and

organ size compared with the characteristics of the phan-

toms used in the dose calculations) likely to explain some

of this cross-protocol dose variability. We assumed that the

dose values calculated for each protocol approximated the

means of individual dose values for specific CT equipment,

periods, and hospitals. Although these limitations on dose

estimation led to an underestimation of the uncertainty in

risk prediction, the results presented here show that

5–10 % of the examinations were carried out according to

radiological protocols that resulted in much higher poten-

tial excess risks, 1.4–3.6 times higher than the 50th per-

centile of examinations. This variability in doses and

subsequent potential cancer risks between the hospitals,

resulting only from CT equipment and the specified tech-

nical parameters, suggests that the protocols for routine CT

scans should be optimized to reduce doses.

Another important source of uncertainty in the QRA was

the extrapolation of risk from the dose ranges in epidemi-

ological studies to lower doses from simulated CT expo-

sures and risk projection to the French population, which

might have different background risks. The uncertainty

factor applied to take into account the probability of a

sublinear dose–response relation at low doses may lead to

sizeable differences in risk predictions of solid cancers. If

we had not applied any DDREF, the central estimations

would indeed be 50 % higher and the UIs 20–35 % lower.

In addition, a large uncertainty remained about the appro-

priate method for population-to-population risk transport,

especially when the dose–response models were estimated

from only one epidemiological dataset. The median values

of LARc were here 2–10 times higher when we applied a

multiplicative model at 10 mGy for predicting leukemia

risks instead of considering an additive risk transport, and

1–4 times higher for CNS/brain cancer, depending on

gender and age at exposure (Online Resource 2). Com-

parison of excess risks estimated from the LSS with those

after repetitive exposures at high doses from radiotherapy

has nevertheless supported the appropriateness of multi-

plicative risk transport, for leukemia at least, even though

those medical studies do not yield results directly relevant

for predicting risks from CT (Little 2001, 2008). Further,
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the first results on risk of leukemia after CT exposures in

childhood and early adulthood (Pearce et al. 2012; Math-

ews et al. 2013) reported consistent ERR estimates with the

LSS data during the first years after exposure. At quite

close level of exposure to CT, Karlsson et al. (1998) esti-

mated also a risk of intracranial tumor incidence

(ERR.Gy - 1 = 0.0027 (95 % CI 0.0010.0–0.0056), mean

follow-up 32 years) after radiotherapy for skin hemangi-

oma (mean cumulative brain dose 70 mGy) in young

children (0–7 years) consistent with that one we could

estimate from the LSS dataset (ERR.Gy - 1 = 0.0042

(95 % CI 0.0009–0.0131), mean follow-up 32 years) in

children exposed before the age of 5 years up to 50 years

after exposure. Other studies on risk of brain/CNS cancer

after high-dose exposures (Shore et al. 2003; Sadetzki et al.

2005; UNSCEAR 2006; Schulze-Rath et al. 2008) or CT

examinations (Pearce et al. 2012; Mathews et al. 2013),

however, have produced very different estimates. In view

of large uncertainties about the dose–response relation for

CNS/brain cancer, a quantitative comparison of the avail-

able results may be worthwhile, particularly to better

characterize the potential risks in children and infants for

whom most data could be available.

Our study indicates a large degree of uncertainty

attached to risk prediction, especially when multiplicative

risk models were considered, that is, for leukemia, CNS/

brain and thyroid cancers, and for the patients who were

youngest at the time of examination. The characterization

of uncertainties was nevertheless limited by subjective

distribution assignments to the model parameters based on

the results from specific contexts of exposure, as well as by

uncharacterized measurement errors in dose estimation.

Questions also remain about the modeling of the effects

modifying the dose–response relation. For thyroid cancer,

the risk prediction was based on a gender-specific risk

coefficient, derived a posteriori from the results by Ron

et al. (1995) and took the lack of significance of this

parameter in the pooled analysis into account through the

uncertainty analysis. The differences in central values of

prediction risk between genders must nevertheless be

interpreted very carefully as such a sex ratio was incon-

sistent in the original studies (Ron et al. 1995). Further-

more, assuming that the effects of gender and age at

exposure were independent without validating the derived

dose–response model against the unavailable original

dataset may have led to use biased estimates for predicting

excess risks according to characteristics at exposure. A

previous QRA used another approach, based on the BEIR’s

methodology, for modeling the modifying effects of leu-

kemia and CNS/brain cancer risks in the LSS (NRC 2006;

Berrington de Gonzalez et al. 2012). The excess risks given

at 10 mGy for the US population (Berrington de Gonzalez

et al. 2012) were then mostly of a same order of magnitude

as those from the methodology presented here (the risk

predictions at exposure of 10 mGy are given in Online

Resource 2). Our predictions, as the attached uncertainties,

were nevertheless higher up to 1 year of age at exposure

for leukemia (?30–60 %), and also in females for CNS/

brain cancer as we did not consider any effect of gender on

radiation-induced risks.

Specific epidemiological studies on childhood CT

exposures should result in better characterization of the

radiation-induced cancer risk, especially in terms of the

uncertainties in risk prediction from other contexts of

exposure. Several nationwide cohorts are thus underway or

continuing to follow children and young adults exposed to

CT scans (Bernier et al. 2012b; Krille et al. 2011; Pearce

et al. 2012). Based on the QRA assumptions, low overall

relative risks would be predictable, from 1 to 10 %

depending on the site of cancer we consider and the

duration of follow-up (Table 5). As stated above, the pre-

dictive risk of leukemia was consistent with the estimates

from studies on CT exposures [SIRc
pop = 1.09 here vs

incidence rate ratio (excluding myelodysplasias) = 1.19

(95 % CI 1.03–1.37) (Mathews et al. 2013)]. The uncer-

tainties in prediction of observable numbers of cases,

which we detail above, may nevertheless substantially

modify the predictable powers to detect such excess risks.

Accordingly, very large populations should be followed

during extended periods to characterize accurately the

dose–response relation for childhood exposures and to

confirm or invalidate the usual assumptions for extrapola-

tion of risks from the LSS and high-dose medical studies to

low-dose exposures such as routine CT examinations. For

this purpose, the International Agency for Research on

Cancer has set up the European project Epi-CT (Thierry-

Chef et al. 2013) to gather national cohorts in nine coun-

tries and provide powerful results.

While further epidemiological results from ongoing

cohorts are awaited, the results from QRAs emphasize that

the expected clinical benefits of CT scans should be con-

sidered in light of their potential lifetime adverse risks.

This issue is of special concern in children because most

have a long-life expectancy and potential radiation-induced

risks of cancer related to pediatric examinations may not be

negligible in comparison with the background risks in the

first decades of life. In clinical practice, management of

those potential risks should be supported by optimization

of the radiological protocols for routine examinations.
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